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Surface and bulk band-structure effects on CoSi2 ÕSi„111… ballistic-electron emission
experiments
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A theoretical model of ballistic-electron-emission microscopy~BEEM! based on linear combination of
atomic orbitals Hamiltonians and Keldysh Green’s functions is applied to analyze experimental data obtained
for CoSi2 /Si(111) contacts. Hot electrons injected from a scanning tunneling microscope tip into the silicide
film form a highly focused beam, which even after propagation through films of moderate thickness is narrow
enough to allow the observed atomic resolution of interfacial point defects. On (231) reconstructed domains
a certain fraction of the initial current is injected into localized surface states, leading to the reported contrast
in BEEM images, reflecting the topography at the surface. These results confirm that band-structure effects,
both in the bulk and at the surface of the metallic overlayer, intricately influence the interface-related infor-
mation contained in BEEM data. It is found that for a careful analysis of experimental results, a theoretical
model going beyond the ballistic hypotesis is required.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In ballistic-electron-emission-microscopy~BEEM! elec-
trons are injected locally by a scanning tunneling microsc
~STM! tip into a metallic film grown on a substrat
semiconductor.1 This is a remarkable experimental set
that has extended the power of the STM to investigate
faces to an object well buried underneath the me
semiconductor interface. The standard model distinguis
four relevant steps for the process:~i! tunneling,~ii ! transport
in the metallic film,~iii ! transmission through the Schottk
barrier, and~iv! transport through the semiconductor.2 As the
outcome of any of these steps is linked to physical proce
affecting other steps, a theoretical model setup to de
physical conclusions from experimental data has to trea
the steps with enough care to avoid cross-correlations
tween physical effects leading to spurious conclusions.3 In
particular, the initial theoretical models set up to interpret
measuredI-V characteristic have assumed WKB plan
theory and ballistic propagation of electrons, making it d
ficult to explain a number of experimental findings, mo
notably the nanometric lateral resolution after propagation
metal films more than 100-Å thick.4 Therefore, theoretica
efforts to improve the model have included semiclassicaE
space5,6 or k space7 Monte Carlo simulation,ab initio calcu-
lation of the transmission through the metal-semiconduc
interface,8 and a Keldysh Green’s functions formalism.9

From an experimental point of view, BEEM experimen
on silicides-silicon interfaces can be made with remarka
precision due to the small mismatch between lattices in
interface.10 Furthermore, vacuum and low-temperatures te
niques can greatly facilitate the theoretical interpretation
experimental data. In this paper we shall be mainly c
0163-1829/2001/63~20!/205325~10!/$20.00 63 2053
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cerned with two different kinds of experimental results th
within the framework of our theory appear to be related
electronic structure effects. First, atomic or nearly-atom
resolution is observed in the BEEM image formed at t
interface. This has been demonstrated by imaging a p
defect,11 that usually is taken as the definitive test for t
resolution in the STM technique. Second, in the same im
a curious anticorrelation between the STM and the BEE
images is found. Working under usual conditions~i.e., con-
stant tunneling current injected into the metal!, the BEEM
image taken under a 231 reconstructed patch on the surfa
shows the same periodicity, but maxima and minima ha
been interchanged between both techniques.

II. THEORETICAL

A. Formalism

For the inclusion of band-structure effects into a theor
ical model of BEEM we set up a linear combination
atomic orbitals~LCAO! scheme, computing fully quantum
mechanically the elastic component of the BEEM curre
inside the metal film. In this localized basis, the total Ham
tonian may then be separated into three terms

Ĥ5ĤT1ĤS1ĤI , ~1!

where ĤT5Sean̂a1ST̂abĉa
† ĉb defines the tip,ĤS5Se i n̂i

1ST̂i j ĉi
†ĉ j describes the metal sample, andĤI

5ST̂amĉa
† ĉm represents the coupling between the tip and

surface in terms of a hopping matrix,T̂am (n̂a , ĉa
† , and ĉa

are number, creation, and destruction operator defined in
usual way!. Note, that we use greek indices for tip sites a
©2001 The American Physical Society25-1
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latin indices for sites inside the metal sample. Useful tig
binding parameters can be introduced by fittingab initio cal-
culations for the metal sample. WhereasTi j is obtained from
the same fitting procedure, we approximate the hopping
trix between tip and sample,T̂am , by allowing only tunnel-
ing between thes orbitals of one active sitea50 in the tip
and sitesm in the sample. This approximation, known to b
poor for the general STM problem at small tip-sample d
tances, is justified in the BEEM context, where tip-surfa
distances are large, typically more than 6 or 7 Å .

We are interested to calculate currents in the coupled
sample system, which is a nonequilibrium problem beca
the existence of a finite bias. Based on earlier work by Ca
et al.12 we have shown previously in detail,3,13 that with the
help of the Keldysh Green’s function technique the curr
between two sitesi and j in the metal after injection from a
single tip site~0! can be obtained from the following for
mula:

Ji j ~E,r i!5
4e

\
Im Tr (

mn
@ T̂0nĝni

A ~E,r i!T̂i j ĝ jm
R ~E,r i!T̂m0r̂00#.

~2!

Here, the internal summation runs over all tunnel-act
sites,m and n, in the sample surface.r̂00 is the density of
states matrix of the tip, and the trace denotes summation
the atomic orbitals forming the LCAO basis. Finally,ĝ jm

R and

ĝni
A are the retarded and advanced equilibrium Green’s fu

tions of the metal respectively, describing the propagation
electrons and holes between the corresponding sites give
the indices. We notice that this formula only involves so
tions for the tip and sample Hamiltonians before any int
action is switched on, and the knowledge of the hopp
matrices coupling tip and sample. The power of the Keldy
technique employed to arrive at this formula is hence that
latter applies properly for a nonequilibrium situation und
any given bias, involving only equilibrium quantities th
belong to the separated subsystems, which are easily c
lated.

In fact, the main quantities left to calculate are the
tarded Green’s functions for a metallic surface. These
easily obtained in an iterative way, where one starts wit
small slab and progressively doubles the size of the la
until both of its surfaces are effectively decoupled, so t
the end product are the propagators of a quasi-semi-infi
metal film. The underlying decimation technique14,15 takes
advantage of the fact, that not all matrix elements of
Green’s function matrix are required, but only the ones c
necting atomic sitesm andn in a surface layer with the site
i and j inside the film. Hence, a set of coupled linear equ
tions is set up, which only input in every new iteration is t
output of the preceding one, keeping the total number
involved matrix elements constant. As we have descri
this procedure in detail before,16,17 suffice it here to mention
that in the construction of the initial Green’s functions
small, but finite imaginary partih is added to the energyE to
ensure mathematical convergence. Thish can also be used to
introduce an attenuation to the wave field, thus mimick
20532
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inelastic effects. In this work, a value ofh50.05eV was
chosen to reproduce the experimentally measured attenu
length.18

As the same bulklike layers are iteratively doubled in t
decimation technique, theĝ jm

R,A created are necessarily th
propagators inside a metal film with an ideal-terminated s
face~i.e., without reconstructions or relaxations!. While this
is usually quite a good approximation, it might be not
appropriated for the ultrathin-CoSi2 films, or for some recon-
structed patches of the surface we need to consider. Th
fore, as a final step we use the Dyson equation and a l
neutrality charge condition to couple a surface superla
with differing geometric and electronic structure to the bu
terminated semi-infinite slab.17 For this surface layer an ad
ditional set of parameters is required, whose determina
will be addressed in the following section.

When Ji j (E) is computed for all atomsi inside a given
layer in the metal, with current contributions from all respe
tive neighborsj in layers above, a two-dimensional~2D! cur-
rent distribution in real space is obtained. If this procedure
repeated for several layers parallel to the surface at diffe
depths, the shape of the electronic beam propagating thro
the metal can be retrieved. Although the calculations
done within a semi-infinite metal slab, the current distrib
tion at any layeri will give a good approximation of the
current impinging on a semiconductor interface after pro
gation through a finite metal film with a thickness corr
sponding to the chosen layeri. With this, the experimentally
observed high spatial resolution can already be addresse

However, in order to really calculate the actual BEE
current, the current distribution arriving at the interfa
needs to be matched with available states in the semicon
tor. We will discuss below that at an almost perfect epitax
interface, like the CoSi2 /Si(111) one, one might expect tha
ki is conserved for a dominant fraction of the current. The
fore, we additionally need to calculate not only real-spa
current distributions, but also the momentum distributio
between any two layersi and j as a function ofki . For this
one can derive an analogous expression to Eq.~2!,3,13

Ji j ~E,ki!5
4e

\
Im Tr (

mn
@ T̂0nĝni

A ~E,ki!T̂i j ĝ jm
R ~E,ki!T̂m0r̂00#

~3!

where all quantities are theki-Fourier transforms of the cor
responding objects in Eq.~2!. This current can be thought a
the joint probability for an electron to hop from the tip (0)
a layer in the surface (m), T̂m0r̂00, to be propagated to laye
~j! by the retarded Green’s functionĝ jm

R and finally to hop to

layer (i ), T̂i j , while a hole is propagated by the advanc
Green’s functionĝni

A between layers~i! and (n), hopping

back to the tip,T̂0n . To get a quantitative result for a
specified-tip voltageV, this momentum distribution has to b
matched with the available conduction-band minima in
semiconductor, resulting in a quantum mechanical transm
sion factor,T(E,ki) ~that might be modified to take into
account other effects due to the backscattering of electr
from the semiconductor!. Finally, to compute theI-V char-
5-2
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SURFACE AND BULK BAND-STRUCTURE EFFECTS ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205325
acteristics one must integrate up for all energies from
Schottky barrier toeV and all allowedki in the interface
Brillouin zone

I ~V!5E
eV0

eV

dEE
IBZ

dkiJ~E,ki!T~E,ki! . ~4!

While this procedure has been successfully applied to
duce electron-electron attenuation lengths from fits to exp
mental Au/Si~111! BEES I (V) spectra,19,20 we shall argue
below, that in the present case a simpler approach just i
grating up the total current at any layeri is sufficient to
explain the anticorrugation contrast for the CoSi2(111)-(2
31) surface phase.

B. CoSi2 material parameters

In addition to the general setup of our theoretical a
proach, the ultrathin films employed in the CoSi2 /Si BEEM
experiments require a careful implementation not only
bulk, but also of surface-related material parameters. Eff
like the anticorrugation contrast must have their origin in
intricate interplay of geometric and electronic structure at
film boundary, entailing the necessity of an accurate mod
ing of both system properties. Within our non-self-consist
approach, we have to rely on empirical parameters for
task, which we obtain from existing experimental or theor
ical data. The accuracy of this procedure is finally cro
checked by comparing with availableab initio calculations.

1. Geometric surface structure

CoSi2 crystallizes in the well-known CaF2 structure.21

Seen along thê111& direction, a Si1-Co-Si2 trilayer stacking
sequence of hexagonal Bravais planes results, as show
Fig. 1. Two different (131) surface phases can be foun

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional projection onto the (110̄) plane of the
~a! CoSi2(111)-(131) Co-rich, ~b! CoSi2(111)-(131) Si-rich,
and ~c! CoSi2(111)-(231) surface structure. Bonds parallel to th
projection plane are drawn as thin lines. Bonds that point out of
projection plane~i.e. by 60°) are plotted as thick lines. Co atom
are indicated with light bigger spheres and Si atoms with da
smaller spheres.
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depending on the particular growth conditions:22,23 Anneal-
ing at lower temperatures after RT codeposition stabili
the so-called Co-rich termination, while higher temperatu
(.550 °C) lead to Si segregation and to the formation of
alternative Si-rich termination, as shown in Fig. 1~a! and 1~b!
respectively. Stalderet al.24 reported an additional (231)
reconstruction, coexisting with the Si-rich phase on ultrat
(d,45 Å!, epitaxial CoSi2 films on Si~111!. As the experi-
mental preparation of pin-hole free samples involves a fi
annealing step,10 only the Si-rich (131) and (231) phases
are encountered in the BEEM context.

A recent quantitative low-energy electron diffractio
~LEED! study25 revealed the topmost crystallographic a
rangement of the (131) Si-rich phase as a Si bilayer on to
of the last Si1-Co-Si2 trilayer of the bulk stacking sequence
thus achieving an ideal bulklike fourfold and eightfold coo
dination for the Si1 and Co atom, respectively, cf. Fig. 1~b!.
The Si-Si bilayer itself exhibits a considerably larger thic
ness~0.91 Å! than the corresponding 0.78 Å in bulk Si. Th
distance to the trilayer below is expanded by'6% in com-
parison to the trilayer-trilayer spacing deep inside CoSi2. As
the last noticeable change of this multilayer-relaxation
quence, the following Si1-Co spacing within the first trilayer
underneath is also compressed ('9%). These exact param
eters have been used as geometric input structure for
Si-rich (131) phase, whereas a slight-lateral expansion
the complete CoSi2 film ~0.5%! as suggested by the LEED
results has been neglected.

Unfortunately, no such detailed crystallographic data
presently available for the (231) reconstruction. As a
guideline, STM images clearly show (231) chains perpen-
dicular to the threê 21̄1̄& directions.24 In analogy to Pan-
dey’sp-bonded chain model for the Si~111!-(231) surface,
the structure displayed in Fig. 1~c! was hence proposed.24

Since this reconstruction is only seen under conditions wh
usually the Si-rich (131) phase is stable, the (231) chains
should derive from a backbond flip of the top trilayer C
atom to the additional Si bilayer. While in the (131) situa-
tion, cf. Fig. 1~b!, the lower Si bilayer atom is bound to th
Co atom located directly below, this bond flips now to
neighboring top atom in the Si bilayer. As a natural con
quence, the top atom is depressed and attracted along^21̄1̄&
towards the new bonding Co atom, leading to the format
of the low chains. On the other hand, the Si atom, which
lost its backbond, rises and saturates viap bonds within the
Si bilayer. Focusing on point defects in this high chain, t
STM images suggest a tilting of the two elevated-Si atom
such that the orientation of the high chain is the same as
one of the bulk trilayers as depicted in Fig. 1~c!. Lacking a
precise structural analysis, a symmetrized and simplified v
sion of this model was employed for the BEEM compu
tions: the top Si1-Co-Si2 trilayer has been left with bulk
spacings, while the position of all Si chain atoms is det
mined by trying to keep the Si-Si bond lengths at the id
2.35 Å bulk value wherever possible. The details of th
model and its implications on the electronic surface struct
have been described elsewhere,26 where we also reported o
the agreement we achieve with existing experimental da

e
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For the tunneling between the tip and these surface st
tures we apply a WKB derived exponential damping, va
because the tip-sample distance in BEEM is rather large.
triangular shaped potential barrier used in this formalism
determined from the known work functions of the tungst
tip and the metal,FT~W! 5 4.80 eV andFS(CoSi2)54.70
eV, respectively.2,27 We allow hopping to all lattice sites,m
and n @cf. Eq. ~2!#, within a given radiusr T around the tip
apex positioned at 5-Å height. This radius was progressiv
increased until no further changes occurred in the obtai
results. For the real-space images convergence was ra
reached atr T57 Å , involving on average some eight atom
in the topmost layer in the injection event, depending on
chosen lateral tip position. A larger value ofr T510 Å was
required for the more delicate calculations in recipro
space, entailing this time about 30 active tunneling sites

2. Electronic surface structure

As described above, our theoretical approach is base
a LCAO Hamiltonian within the two-center approximatio
introduced by Slater and Koster.28 The required tight-binding
~TB! parameters for bulk CoSi2 have been determined b
Sanguinettiet al., including next-neighbor interaction within
each and in between all three sublattices of the CaF2-type
lattice.29 The extended basis ofsp3 for Si andsp3d5 orbitals
for Co with the inclusion ofd-d hopping elements betwee
the metal atoms reproduces accurately the overall bulk b
structure as obtained fromab initio calculations.30,31 Not-
withstanding, the focus in BEEM is particularly on the sm
region from the Fermi level until some few eV above. W
have found that a slight modification of the parameters
Sanguinettiet al. in form of rigidly shifting the on-site ener
gies by 0.3 eV manages to model most reliably especi
those bands that will be relevant in the later application w
out much affecting the quality of the fit in the remainin
energy range. Note, that only with this shift, the delay
BEEM onset discussed below and already found in the p
ab initio calculations31 is properly obtained. Independent o
the shift, the TB approximation becomes less accurate for
high-energy conduction bands aboveE'2.0 eV, so that we
will focus on BEEM energies above the threshold dictated
the Schottky barrier, but below this upper limit.

The Slater-Koster parameters, which are obtained thro
fits to the bulk band structure, can obviously not take in
acount effects due to the truncation of bonds at the surf
In principle, another self-consistent calculation determin
the new charge distribution would be required, to which
new set of surface TB parameters could be adjusted. H
ever, already quite accurate results can be obtained with
help of a balancing Coulomb potential, which imposes a l
erwise local charge neutrality by modifying the diagonal p
of the Hamiltonian matrix.15 The fitted values of this artifi-
cial dipole potential for all described CoSi2 surface phases
can be found in Ref. 26, where the resulting electronic str
ture of the (231) reconstruction is discussed in deta
While we already achieved very good agreement with ex
ing experimental data in the latter case, we further chec
the accuracy of our proceeding with the Co-rich (131)
phase, that is not relevant in the BEEM context, but which
20532
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the only phase for which anab initio investigation has been
performed.32 Again we find very good agreement, reprodu
ing well all surface related features present in form of th
resonances that had also been described experimenta33

These findings confirm that an appropriate picture of the s
face electronic structure can be retrieved within our a
proach, which does not aim at a precise modeling of
latter quantity itself, but uses its predominant features to d
cuss the effects on BEEM data.

III. RESULTS

A. Nanometric interface resolution

The nanometric resolution, with which individual poin
defects have been detected, reflects the spatial extent o
electron beam scanning the interface, rather than the real
of the probed object itself. In the simple free-electron mo
of BEEM, this beam has a conical shape, with a pointl
injection at the surface and a typical polar opening angle
'40° due to the uncertainty in parallel momentum, cf. F
2~a!.2 Already for the ultrathin- 28-Å films used in the earlie
experimental study by Meyer and von Ka¨nel,34 a beam di-
ameter of about 25 Å would result, which is by a factor of
off the experimental resolution with a full width at ha
maximum~FWHM! of (1162) Å . In order to analyze this
problem with our formalism, we calculate real and recipro
space current distributions in a layer parallel to the surf
and located at a depth equivalent to this experimental fi
width.

1. A quasiatomically focused beam

Experimentally, the high-resolution capability has be
asserted over quite a range of tip voltages, rising above
noise level at aboutE'0.8 eV, reaching its maximum atE
;1.5 eV, before decreasing gradually aboveE;2.0 eV.34,35

This degradation at higher biases is not necessarily relate
the elastic electron propagation itself, but most probably d
to a progressively increased share of secondary carriers
the next subsection we will show that the high resolution
due to the particular form of an electron band, which leads
a virtually unchanged transport pattern within the ene
range 0.9 eV,E,2.5 eV. While we verified this by tes
calculations at various tip voltages within this range, all p

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the shape of the electron be
propagating through the metal film.~a! Conical shape according to
the free-electron model of BEEM,~b! focused beam of constan
width due to the CoSi2 band structure, and~c! increased beam di-
ameter under a (231)-reconstructed surface.
5-4
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sented results will therefore be given for a fixed tip volta
of E51.5 eV, which is well within the validity range of ou
TB parametrization. The real-space images have been ca
lated using as much as 1333 specialk points within the irre-
ducible part of the Brillouin zone, sufficient to suppress a
aliasing effects within the computed area of 60 Å360 Å
centered around the tip position.

Figure 3~a! shows such a current distribution in a botto
Si2 plane of a CoSi2 trilayer located in 30-Å depth. The
current is mainly concentrated on only three atomic sit
directly below the tunneling injection point, despite the d
tance traveled from the surface. Instead of the spreading
dicted by the free-electron model of BEEM, we hence d
duce from this figure a strong focalization and a narrow
collimated beam propagating perpendicular through the fi
Note that we have chosen a Si2-type plane, because this
the layer dominantly forming the interface to Si~111!.25 Yet,
we stress that the current distribution in any other pla
looks very much alike—no significant variation of the bea
diameter is noticeable in Si1 or Co planes. From an intensity
profile cut through the beam along the^21̄1̄& direction, a
FWHM of 8.9 Å is deduced, cf. Fig. 4, which compares ve

FIG. 3. Left-hand panel: real-space current distribution,Ji j (V
51.5V), in a Si2 layer parallel to the surface after propagati
through a 30 Å CoSi2(111) film. Injection from the tip occurred in
the center of the shown plane~white 3!, where the maximum cur-
rent propagating in a focused beam along the^111& direction can
still be found. The linear gray scale indicates current intensity
each atomic site: black maximum to white zero current. Right-h
panel: after propagation through a 70-Å film. Note that apart fr
some increased noise at the sides, the maximum current is
concentrated in a focused beam of approximately the same wid
in ~a!.

FIG. 4. Intensity profiles through the center of the focused be

along the^21̄1̄& direction. An increased FWHM is found in th
(231) phase~dashed line! compared to the (131) ~solid line!.
20532
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well with the above stated experimental value of (1162) Å,
with which the point defects could be resolved. Although w
thus achieve a much better agreement compared to the
electron model, the'25-Å beam diameter derived within th
latter is not sufficiently off to claim this result as a concl
sive confirmation of band-structure effects. Yet, this wou
be different for thicker films, where the free-electron bea
would progressively spread leading to much larger FWHM
For this reason, we additionally calculated a moderat
thick base of 70-Å width. The corresponding current dist
bution displayed in Fig. 3~b! exhibits a slightly enhanced
noise on the sides, but still the form and diameter of
major beam, which carries about one-third of the total c
rent in the plane, have not changed at all. This tells us
the narrow collimation must be an intrinsic feature of^111&
oriented CoSi2 films, in which the beam does not have th
conical shape shown in Fig. 2~a!, but remains instead of con
stant width as sketched in Fig. 2~b!. In this respect it is grati-
fying that in recent experiments performed with a thicker,
Å silicide layer point defects could be resolved with
FWHM of (1362) Å,36,37 which is now completely incom-
patible with the '50 Å beam diameter of free-electro
theory, but in nice agreement with our calculation.

If the shape of the propagating beam was really dicta
by the metal band structure, its focused, constant wi
would then not be a function of the film thickness, but rath
of the area, where electrons are injected initially. To this e
we tested a number of different tip positions, both abo
highly symmetric and asymmetric sites on the (131) Si-rich
surface. While the shape of the current distribution obviou
reflected the different symmetry, the extracted FWHM of t
focused beam was always the same within60.1 Å. This
suggests an each time almost constant tunneling active
on the surface, representative of the (131) Si-rich phase. In
addition, the beam was always found to travel exactly p
pendicular through the film, hence no beam steering
search-light effect38 during scans across the surface is e
pected. This is in accordance with the experimental obse
tion that the position of dislocations and point defects co
cided perfectly in the parallel recorded STM and BEE
images.35

In the developed picture of a constant beam width,
larger corrugation of the (231) phase, should then lead t
an enhanced tunneling active area on the surface and in
to a wider beam as shown in Fig. 2~c!. Concomitantly, the
calculated current distributions for this phase revealed ind
again a focused beam, yet this time with an increa
FWHM of 13.6 Å, cf. Fig. 4, independent of the tip positio
tested. Note, that also experimentally a decreased resolu
had been reported for interface point defects under the
31) phase,39 which nicely corroborates our developed u
derstanding in terms of a focused beam of constant widt

2. Condenser lens effect of theCoSi2 band structure

In order to shed more light on the physics behind t
fascinating focalization phenomenon, we proceed to ana
the CoSi2 electronic structure. In the relevant energy ran
0.9 eV ,E,2.5 eV, described above, the constant ene
surface consists of three nested sheets, the form of w
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remains practically the same apart from a uniform shrink
that increases linearly with energy.30,31 The sheet with the
highest group velocity and therefore most influential
transport issues is drawn in the inset of Fig. 5. The s
shaped entity exhibits large flat terraces, which point alm
exactly in the^111& directions. For electrons with appropr
atek momentum corresponding to a point on these terra
the silicide band structure acts, therefore, like a conden
lens, keeping the electronic propagation always alon
^111& direction. Following Koster’s seminal work,40 we had
shown previously, that especially those regions on the c
stant energy surface with vanishing curvature are predo
nantly responsible for the current flow.9,13 Hence, these lev-
eled terraces represent in addition preferredk-space
propagation directions.

This reasoning is complemented by the actually cal
lated current distribution in reciprocal space shown in Fig
The three dark areas, where the majority of the curren
concentrated, correspond to the projections of the flat
races closest toḠ as depicted by the shaded areas in
inset. All electrons with aki momentum inside these dar
patches will travel exactly in thê111& direction, resulting in
a highly focused beam of constant width. Note, howev
that the threefold symmetry apparent in Fig. 5 is a m
outcome of the highly symmetric on-top tip position used
this calculation. Notwithstanding, also for less symmetric
positions the overwhelming fraction of the current is carr
on the three flat terraces, see below, whereas it is only
share pertaining to each of the three equivalent ones
differs from case to case. As all these terrace points lea
real space propagation along^111&, a beam with similar
FWHM results therefore for all injection points and irrespe
tive of the number of layers traveled.

FIG. 5. Reciprocal space-current distribution,Ji j (E51.5 eV,
ki), inside the 2D interface Brillouin zone, calculated in the sa
Si2 layer as in Fig. 3~a!, i.e., after 30-Å film propagation. The cur
rent intensity is drawn with a linear gray scale, black represen
maximum current. Also drawn are the projections of the
conduction-band minima at the chosen energy~dashed lines!, defin-
ing ellipsoids of available states in the semiconductor. The in
shows the constant energy surface sheet mainly responsible fo
current propagation: the shaded black terraces point in the^111&
direction and correspond to the dark areas in the 2D current di
bution.
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The focalization of electronic beams passing throu
^111& oriented CoSi2 films is thus a material property, in
duced by the peculiar shape of the current carrying band
the shape of the latter remains almost constant up toE
52.5 eV, a high interface resolution results in the BEE
experiments over quite a voltage range. Interestingly, a
cent investigation by Meyeret al. showed that the sam
mechanism is also responsible for the similarly high reso
tion obtained when injecting hot holes into the metal film36

The relevant current carrying band in the valence ene
region belowEF has an octahedral shape, again with larg
flat terraces pointing in thê111& directions. The resulting
collimated hole beam has an almost constant FWHM
(1562) Å and (1662) Å at the interface of a 28-Å - and
56-Å -thick film, respectively.36 Just like the here describe
case for electrons, this finding is completely incompatib
with the conical shape predicted by classical BEEM theor2

It thus appears, as if the focalization feature of the Co2
band structure extends over a larger voltage range than
cussed in the present study, and might be similarly explo
in future applications involving hot-electron and/or hot-ho
propagation.

3. The contrast mechanism

With the reasoning up to this point, we have achieved
explain that an atomically sharp beam would, in princip
allow to resolve pointlike defects at the CoSi2 /Si(111) in-
terface. However, this does not yet address the questio
the contrast mechanism itself, which makes these objects
ible in the experimental BEEM pictures. In order to contri
ute to the BEEM current, the electrons arriving at the int
face have to surmount the Schottky barrier, i.e., in
present case they must have an energy larger than the
monly agreedeV05(0.6660.03) eV.41,42However, at a per-
fectly epitaxial interface, the prevailing lateral periodici
would additionally lead to a conservation ofki momentum.
Hence, the impinging momentum distribution,Ji j (E,ki)
shown in Fig. 5, needs to be matched with available se
conductor states. In Si~111! all conduction band minima
~CBM! project close to the boundary of the interface Br
louin zone and for the energy range relevant for BEEM
states are present aroundḠ. The CoSi2 states on the othe
hand project just in this latter region, so that at the Schot
barrier heighteV0 no state overlapping occurs at all. Th
situation prevails for about 0.2 eV to higher energies, wh
the Si CBM widen, but the CoSi2 hole bands narrow. As-
suming strictki conservation, no BEEM current should thu
be observed up to a delayed onset at about 0.9 eV, whe
first overlap between base and collector states occurs.8

However, all BEEM experiments performed by von Ka¨nel
and co-workers gave consistently a Schottky barrier he
of eV05(0.6660.05) eV.35–37 Yet, the spectra show addi
tionally a second threshold at'0.83 eV,37 implying thatki
conservation is apparently violated everywhere at the in
face just enough to give the correct Schottky barrier heig
Only at the second threshold theki conserving current set
in, finally dominating the total BEEM signal for tip voltage
higher than'0.9 eV. Notwithstanding, the overlap betwee
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metal and semiconductor states is still small even for s
higher biases, cf. Fig. 5. Hence, a decreased amount oki
conservation likely to occur each time when the focus
beam scans directly over an interfacial point defect, will le
to an enhanced signal, giving rise to the sharp contrast s
in the experimental images.

B. Surface induced contrast in BEEM images

Under (231) reconstructed domains, the experimen
BEEM images not only showed some scattered point defe
but also exhibited a periodic corrugation reflecting the alt
nating high- and low-chain structure at the surface.11 While
the high interfacial resolution far beyond the one expec
within the classical model only improves the power of t
technique in the CoSi2 /Si(111) system, the surface-induce
contrast questions the applicability of BEEM as a predo
nantly interface-sensitive measurementper se. In our theo-
retical analysis of the latter finding, we will first focus on th
current propagation within the CoSi2 film. The variation of
the magnitude of the total current depending on the tip p
tion found in due course will thereafter be explained in ter
of localized surface states, revealing that the latter may
nificantly influence the measurable BEEM signal.

1. Current propagation under„2Ã1… reconstructed surfaces

Given that the interface to the Si~111!, as well as the
metal film itself do not depend on the (231)-surface struc-
ture, but are the same as under (131)-terminated domains
the observed surface-induced contrast must have its orig
the initial injection process. Hence, either a change in
energetic or momentum distribution of the tunneling dis
bution could possibly cause the variations in the BEEM c
rent. Yet, the energetic distribution depends primarily on
mesoscopic vacuum barrier height, which does not exh
strong changes on an atomic scale. On the other hand,ki
redistribution of the injected ensemble depending on
local-sample geometry around the actual tip site would
fact be a reasonable explanation. In Fig. 6, we show
calculated reciprocal space-current distributions,Ji j (E51.5
eV, ki), for a tip position directly above a high chain on th
surface~henceforth termedT1 position!, as well as for a tip
position above a low chain~henceforth termedT2). The dis-
tributions are almost identical and display the pattern alre
discussed for the (131) phase, i.e., the majority of the cu
rent is concentrated in the regions corresponding to the

FIG. 6. Reciprocal space-current distribution,Ji j (E51.5 eV,
ki), as in Fig. 5, but this time for a (231)-terminated surface.~a!
Tip position above a high chain,~b! tip position above a low chain
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jection of the flat terraces of the constant energy surf
sheet. This is what we expected recalling that we also fo
a narrowly collimated beam under the (231)-reconstructed
domains, cf. Sec. III A 1.

However, without any significant changes in neither t
energetic, nor momentum resolved distribution as a funct
of the tip position, the only quantity left to show a variatio
leading to the periodic constrast in the BEEM images, is
total current impinging on the interface itself. To this en
we sum up the detailed current distribution,Ji j (E,ki), inside
the complete interface Brillouin zone and integrate over
energiesE from the Schottky barrier height to the chosen
voltage,eV51.50 eV. Interested to see if this quantity e
hibits an anticorrugation variation with respect to the film
surface topography, a scanline perpendicular to the^21̄1̄&
chains is simulated, starting and ending at the tip positionT1
above a high chain up Si atom, while passing midway o
the tip positionT2. The minimal height variation during suc
a tip movement in the experimental constant current mod
neglected, keeping the tip at a fixed 5-Å height and norm
izing each time to 1-nA injection by simultaneous compu
tion of the tunnel current. The resulting curve of the to
current after 30 Å film propagation is shown in Fig. 7, t
gether with a schematic representation of the surface top
raphy. A striking antiphase modulation with respect to t
sequence of alternating high and low chains on the surfac
apparent. This is an interesting finding, because we thus
the periodic current variation already inside the metal fi
itself, completely independent of the interface formed to
Si~111! below, and despite the constant tunneling injectio

In order to figure out the physics behind this anticorrug
tion, we proceed to narrow down in which part of the silicid
film the difference in the magnitude of the total curre
arises. For this, we follow the current along the differe
metal layers for the two extreme cases in the scanline,
for the tip positionsT1 andT2. The curves shown in Fig. 8
display a strong attenuation, which is due to the use o
finite self-energyh in the construction of the Green’s func
tions as described in Sec. II A. Yet, only at long distanc
this damping yields the expected exponential decay. At sh
distances, the current presents a much faster decrease, w
'65% reduction already after the electrons have crossed
top Si bilayer and the first Si1-Co-Si2 trilayer. In addition,
while the two current curves are exactly the same in th
initial 3–4 Å film, the reduction is thereafter slightly large
for electrons being injected above the high chain positi

FIG. 7. Total current after 30-Å film propagation~upper curve,
left scale! along a simulated scanline perpendicular to the (231)
chains on the surface, shown in form of a schematic topogra
~lower curve, right scale!. Tip bias is 1.50 eV and the total curren
has been normalized to 1-nA tunnel injection.
5-7
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This larger loss in comparison to the low chain injecti
stays almost constant after the crossing of the topmost
trilayer and is the direct reflection of the anticorrugati
modulation seen in Fig. 7. To check if this finding rea
leads to the experimentally observed periodic contrast
tern perpendicular to the surface chains, we additionally
culated equivalent current curves for several other tip p
tions, simulating scan lines either along a high or a l
chain. No variation of the total current was found in the
cases, so that the theoretical BEEM image of a (231) do-
main would indeed also display a chain-like periodic mod
lation, irrespective of the interface structure to the Si~111!.
Note, that no such dependencies of the total current on
tip position, neither a hyperexponential decay in the first 3
Å propagation resulted in equivalent computations for
31)-terminated films.

2. Role of localized surface states

Knowing that the surface induced contrast in the BEE
images is caused by an unequal current reduction in the
most 3–4 Å film depending on the tip site, we next focus
the details of the surface electronic structure of
(231)-reconstructed domains. The inset in Fig. 8 shows
surface density of states projected onto the different hi
and low-chain atoms in the energy range above the Fe
level, which is the one relevant for BEEM applications. Tw
peaks can be seen, which are each roughly three times m
weighted on either of the two high-chain atoms than on
low-chain ones. These peaks can be associated with hi
localized-surface bands, predominantly concentrated on
elevated high chains.26 With the tip positioned directly above
this type of chain, obviously a larger fraction of the initi
tunnel current will be injected into these states, compare
a tip position above the low chains. This fraction will the
not contribute to the current crossing through the metal fi
but will rather dissipate laterally away. Keeping in mind th

FIG. 8. Total current across the first 30 Å of a CoSi2(111)-(2
31) terminated film: high-chain injection~solid line! vs low-chain
injection ~dashed line!. The diamonds at the bottom indicate th
trilayer Si1-Co-Si2 sequence in the~111! direction, with the final
reconstructed Si chain bilayer. The inset shows the surface de
of states projected on the high- and low-chain atoms in the en
region important for BEEM.
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the experiment is performed in the constant current mod
smaller fraction of the total injected current is then left f
the propagating bulk channels, ultimately leading to a dim
ished current reaching the interface, whenever the tip is
cated above a high chain.

While this mechanism accounts nicely for a qualitati
out of phase modulation of the BEEM current, the absol
magnitude of the effect will strongly depend on the appli
bias. The latter controls which share of the total tunnel d
tribution coincides with the surface state levels. In our ca
a 25% variation is found ateV51.50 eV, cf. Fig. 7, and a
reduced contrast would result for larger voltages, where m
hot electrons possess energies further away from the lo
ized states concentrated in the energy range close to
Fermi level. However, we stress that our argument has b
based on the direct elastic current in a semi-infinite fil
which is only an approximation to what really impinges o
the interface of thin films, subject to multiple reflections a
secondary carriers. Nevertheless, although we thus do
expect a perfect agreement with the experimental data,
are still reasonably close to the'7% corrugation measure
at eV52.00 eV.11

It is finally worth mentioning, that the suggested mech
nism may certainly apply for other systems as well, althou
such a clearcut influence of the surface electronic struc
has hitherto been completely neglected in the BEEM d
analysis. Localized surface states43,44 may just as much exis
below the Fermi level, so that also reverse-bias BEEM
hole BEEM onp-type semiconductor substrates2 may be af-
fected. Especially the experimentally observed, atomic-sc
variations of the BEEM current on two different terminatio
of CoSi2 /Si(100) samples under forward and rever
voltages11 seem likely candidates for this effect in view o
the numerous dangling bonds present in these structur32

Further, more general consequences are also conceiv
along this line of thought: The often reported clear corre
tion between surface topographic protrusions, like steps,
pronounced local changes in the microscopic BEEM ima
has, e.g., usually been attributed to beam steering due
tilted injection cone,2 i.e., a beam shape as shown in F
2~a!, but tilted to one side because of the surface propens
at a step. Since this~mesoscopic! free-electron picture is no
very compatible with the idea of preferred propagation dir
tions dictated by the metallic band structure, it is tempting
reassess these findings in terms of small-scale influence
the surface electronic structure, which as we have
shown, may also lead to distinct contrast in the record
BEEM images. Although this generic assertion needs lo
cally to be scrutinized with detailed calculations for ea
individual system, already the particular results for t
CoSi2 /Si(111) surfaces discussed in this work raise a su
cion of how delicate the interface geometric information
BEEM images may be meshed with details of the electro
properties of the metallic overlayer, and of how elaborat
theory is required to carefully interpret such data.

IV. SUMMARY

In the present work we have applied our theoretical mo
of BEEM, which in contrast to the prevalent Bell-Kaise

ity
gy
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model1,2 takes the metallic band structure fully into accou
to analyze experimental BEEM data for the CoSi2 /Si(111)
system. In order to properly analyze the experimental m
surements done on ultrathin, extremely well-defined film
we have extended our previous model to correctly inclu
the detailed surface geometric and electronic structure.
two most salient and hitherto unexplicable experimen
findings were an unprecedented quasi-atomic resolution
interface point defects34,36 and a surface-induced contrast
the BEEM images, reflecting the alternating high- and lo
chain topography of a (231)-reconstructed surface.11 Both
effects could be traced back to peculiarities of the Co2
band structure. The latter acts like a condenser lens on e
trons propagating in thê111& direction through the metallic
film, leading to a narrowly collimated beam, whose width
independent of the number of layers crossed and that is s
enough to achieve the atomic resolution. While this findi
nicely enhances the power of BEEM as aninterface-
sensitive technique, we could show on the other hand,
localized surfacestates on the high-chain atoms in the
31) domains are responsible for the reported periodic c
trast. When the tip is located on top of such high-chain
oms, a larger fraction of the current is injected into the
surface bands, leaving a diminished current to arrive at
interface and thus resulting in a periodic anticorrugat
modulation in the BEEM signal.

Although the focus of the present work has been the
a

o

y

e

,

F
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tailed analysis of particular experimental data for t
CoSi2 /Si(111) system, the disclosed strong dependence
the electronic structure of the metal overlayer raises a c
clusion, which addresses BEEM in general. Originally t
technique had been developed on rather ill-defined syste
like Au/Si contacts involving relatively thick films. The clas
sical Bell-Kaiser model of BEEM developed alongside w
these early measurements was intended and sufficient f
qualitative understanding of such data. The later metho
ological refinement and the application of BEEM to cohere
and quasiperfect systems like the CoSi2 /Si(111) contacts in-
variably requires a much more involved theoretical mod
ing, which among other factors needs to fully take into a
count the metal-band structure. BEEM certainly is high
sensitive to interfacial properties, but the resulting data
intricately influenced by the electronic properties of t
metal overlayer, requiring a careful and elaborate theory
order to carefully interpret the experimental measuremen
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